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Question 1: [25 pts]

Representation of lists in the untyped λ-calculus
Lists are constructed by using two combinators, nil for the empty list and

cons for the construction of a new list from a head and a tail. At first we
represent a list by repeated pairing:

nil = false = λx.λy.y
cons = λh.λt.(h, t) = λh.λt.λx.x h t

(a) [9 pts]

Define combinators (pure λ-terms) head and tail for the head and tail
of a list, respectively. They must satisfy these reduction relations (it
doesn’t matter what they do on empty lists):

head (consh t) ∗ h tail (consh t) ∗ t

Define a combinator isnil that checks if a list is empty. It must satisfy
these reduction relations:

isnil nil ∗ true isnil (consh t) ∗ false

(b) [9 pts]

Implement a recursor for lists: for every pair of terms c and g, define a
combinator (lrec c g) satisfying these reduction relations:

(lrec c g) nil ∗ c
(lrec c g) (consh t) ∗ g h t ((lrec c g) t)

In your solution, you can use the fixpoint combinator:

Y = λf.(λx.f (x x)) (λx.f (x x)).

(c) [7 pts]

Now write an alternative implementation of lists as iterators. Define
the new list constructors nilIT and consIT so that they have the following
reduction behaviour (for all terms c and g):

nilIT c g  ∗ c
(consIT h t) c g  ∗ g h (t c g)
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Question 2: [25 pts]

Simply typed λ-calculus and system T

(a) [10 pts]

Give a short precise definition of the following properties that a type
system may or may not satisfy:

– Confluence

– Weak Normalization

– Strong Normalization

– Progress

– Subject Reduction (Preservation)

(b) [6 pts]

The following are incomplete terms in the simply typed λ-calculus with
a base type o. Rewrite the terms, replacing each question mark with
the type of the corresponding abstracted variable; also state what type
each resulting term has:

λx :?. λy :?. λz :?. x (z y) y
λx :?. λy :?. y (x y)
λx :?. λy :?. λz :?. z (y z (x z))

(c) [9 pts]

The aim of this part is to program the Fibonacci sequence in system T.
The common recursive implementation uses pairs, but system T doesn’t
have Cartesian products. Instead we use higher-order recursion to de-
fine an auxiliary function that takes the initial values as arguments:

fib : Nat→ Nat
fib 0 = 0
fib 1 = 1
fib (S (Sn)) = (fibn) + (fib (Sn))

fibHO : Nat→ (Nat→ Nat→ Nat)
fibHO 0 a b = a
fibHO (Sn) a b = fibHO n b (a+ b)

then fib = λn.fibHO n 0 1

Give the definition of fibHO in system T.
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Question 3: [25 pts]

Inductive Types and System F
We define a type of games with two players. When the game finishes,

each player will receive a certain payoff. On each player’s turn, they can
choose between two new positions, the left or the right move.

We implement game positions by the inductive type with the following
introduction rules:

x, y : Nat

(endx y) : Game

r, l : Game

(play r l) : Game

(a) [8 pts]

Write the elimination and reduction rules for the type Game.

(b) [9 pts]

Define the type Game in system F and implement the recursor (from
the elimination rule). [Remember the method to define a recursor from
an iterator: define an auxilliary function that gives as result a pair
whose first element is a copy of the input.]

(c) [8 pts]

A strategy is a function that tells a player how to choose between two
game positions:

Strategy = Game→ Game→ Bool.

(If the result is true the first position is chosen, if it is false the second
position is chosen.)

Write (using the recursor from the elimination rule) a function that,
given strategies for the two players, computes the outcome of a game:

outcome : Game→ Strategy→ Strategy→ Nat× Nat.
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Question 4: [25 pts]

Coinductive Types
Consider the two coinductive types of streams and of infinite trees on a

base type A, defined by:

SA = νX.A×X TA = νX.A×X ×X.

(a) [8 pts]

For each of the two types write down its formal rules (elimination,
introduction, reduction).

[For the rest of the Question, you can use the functions head, tail and
≺ for streams; and label, lchild, rchild and node for trees.]

(b) [8 pts]

Using the rules from part (a), implement the interleave function on
streams:

interleave : SA → SA → SA

That takes two streams a0≺ a1≺ a2≺ · · · , b0≺ b1≺ b2≺ · · · and returns
the stream a0≺ b0≺ a1≺ b1≺ a2≺ b2≺ · · · .
Also write two functions that select the elements on even and odd
positions:

evens : SA → SA odds : SA → SA

(c) [9 pts]

Write two functions that convert a tree to a stream and vice-versa
[the label is the head of the stream, the left subtree contains the odd
elements, the right subtree contains the (nonzero) even elements]:

stream tree : SA → TA tree stream : TA → SA

[Hint: For tree stream you should extend the function to operate on
the type TreeTA

of finite trees with infinite trees as leaves. You can use
informal pattern-matching notation to define a coalgebra on it.]
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